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Administrative Sciences

Beyond Fragmentation and Interconnectivity
Public Governance and the Search for Connective Capacity
Volume 17 Innovation and the Public Sector
Editors: Fenger, M.; Bekkers, V.J.J.M.
February 2012, 200 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-997-4 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-998-1 (online)
Price: US$160 / €110 / £94

The public sector may be considered as a highly fragmented and at the same time 
enormously interconnected system. Resources are dispersed among a huge variety of actors

and entities and these affect each other in many unexpected ways. This book analyses the apparently 
paradoxical occurrence of simultaneous fragmentation and interconnectivity within the public domain and
reflects on its consequences for public governance and management. It discusses and assesses strategies 
to create connective capacities from different policy domains and countries and offers new insights in the
complexity of public governance.

E-Governance, A Global Journey
Volume 4 Global E-Governance Series
Editors: Finger, M.; Sultana, F.N. 
September 2012, 236 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-116-8 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-117-5 (online)
Price: US$145 / €100 / £85 

This book has grown out of an executive training program, leading to an Executive Master’s
degree in e-governance, from Switzerland’s École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
(EPFL). The book is divided into four sections: e-governance visions; local e-governance;

transversal e-governance issues and the future of e-governance.

Public Administration in the Information Age: Revisited
Volume 19 Innovation and the Public Sector
Editors: Snellen, I.Th.M.; Thaens, M.; Van De Donk, W.B.H.J.
October 2012, 308 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-136-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-137-3 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book is an examination of the developments and effects of ICT in public administration
over the last 10 to 15 years. It represents a re-visiting of the 1998 IOS Press publication
‘Public Administration in an Information Age: A Handbook’. As a point of departure, the 

authors of this new book have chosen the speed of the succession of theoretical approaches, represented
by the ‘phase of theories’ which has appeared since 1998. 

Video Surveillance
Practices and Policies in Europe
Volume 18 Innovation and the Public Sector
Editors: Webster, C.W.R.; Töpfer, E.; Klauser, F.R.; Raab, C.D.
October 2012, 168 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-112-0 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-113-7 (online)
Price: US$160 / €110 / £94

This book brings into focus the ways in which the implementation of cameras and systems,
and their operation and technical features, are the product of decisions and policies made in

a variety of contexts and by a variety of authorities and interested parties. It examines the cultural context
in which cameras are deployed and explores how this context can shape their diffusion and use. The book
places particular emphasis on studies of video surveillance in different national, institutional, cultural and
linguistic settings.
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Architecture & Design

Challenging Glass 3
Conference on Architectural and Structural Applications of Glass
Imprint: Delft University Press
Editors: Bos, F.; Louter, C.; Nijsse, R.; Veer, F.
June 2012, 1024 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-060-4 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-061-1 (online)
Price: US$245 / €170 / £145

This book presents papers from the third Challenging Glass Conference (CGC3), held at 
the Technical University (TU) Delft, the Netherlands, in June 2012. The conference brings

together glass engineering, research and design specialists. Glass remains one of the most exciting 
materials available to designers and architects today. This book will be of interest to all those involved in
working with glass in an architectural and structural context.

Biochemistry, Medicine & Health

Advances in Home Care Technologies
Results of the MATCH Project
Volume 31 Assistive Technology Research Series
Editor: Turner, K.J.
October 2012, 224 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-126-7 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-127-4 (online)
Price: US$160 / €110 / £94

An ageing population is burdening social and healthcare services around the world, and this
problem is likely to get worse as the percentage of older people continues to rise. Many

governments are already responding to this challenge, and a key element in their strategies is the 
development and deployment of computer-based telecare and telehealth technologies to support care at
home in a cost-effective manner. Human involvement in care continues to be central, but home care 
technologies can offer reassurance, and support routine aspects, to the benefit of all concerned. This book
provides an up-to-date overview of key advances in the relevant technology, with an in-depth examination
of the latest research in various home care technologies by experts in the field. The book mainly discusses
the results of the Mobilising Advanced Technologies for Care at Home (MATCH) project, co-ordinated by the
University of Stirling in Scotland, but work on related projects is also included. The book will be of interest
to all researchers and practitioners in the fields of telecare and telehealth, policymakers in these areas, and
providers of social and healthcare with an interest in technology.

Advancing Cancer Education and Healthy Living in Our Communities
Putting Visions and Innovations into Action: Selected Papers from the 
St. Jude Cure4Kids® Global Summit 2011
Volume 172 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Quintana, Y.; Van Kirk Villalobos, A.; May, D.
August 2012, 208 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-087-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-088-8 (online)
Price: US$152 / €105 / £89

This book contains the selected papers from the St. Jude Cure4Kids Global Summit, held in
June, 2011 at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, USA. The aim of this three-day
conference was to improve health and science education in classrooms and communities around the world.
The papers presented here provide a foundation in the key topics necessary to create future innovative
health promotion programs, and will be of interest to all those whose work involves improving health 
outcomes by means of better and more effective health education.



Annual Review of Cybertherapy and Telemedicine 2012
Advanced Technologies in the Behavioral, Social and Neurosciences
Volume 181 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Wiederhold, B.K.; Riva, G.
September 2012, 364 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-120-5 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-121-2 (online)
Price: US$210 / €145 / £123

The book underlines the progress cybertherapy has made in treating a variety of disorders;
it also explores the challenges still to be faced, including the development of easy-to-use

and more affordable hardware and software, as well as objective measurement tools. It also highlights 
the need to address potential side effects, and the importance of implementing more controlled studies to
evaluate the strength of cybertherapy in comparison to traditional therapies, and will be of interest to all
those involved in the delivery of healthcare today.

Applications of Raman Spectroscopy to Biology
From Basic Studies to Disease Diagnosis
Volume 5 Advances in Biomedical Spectroscopy
Editor: Ghomi, M.
March 2012, 204 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-999-8 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-020-8 (online)
Price: US$181 / €125 / £106

Raman spectroscopy has been known and used as a technique for 80 years, originally for
the study of inorganic substances. Recent advances in underlying technology, such as lasers,

detectors, filters and components, have transformed the technique into a very effective modern tool for
studying complex biological problems. This will be a useful book for experimental scientists in academic,
governmental, industrial and clinical environments and for those entering the field of biomolecular spectroscopy.

Essential Lessons for the Success of Telehomecare
Why It’s not Plug and Play
Volume 30 Assistive Technology Research Series
Editors: Glascock, A.P.; Kutzik, D.M.
January 2012, 304 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-993-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-994-3 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book brings together the views and experience of a wide variety of contributors 
involved in the research and application of Telehomecare. Each section comprises chapters

written from three different perspectives: research-based, business and the implementation of care. The
authors include academic researchers, policy experts, individuals with direct business experience and care
providers. The book reflects on where Telehomecare is today and speculates as to what the future might
hold for the field. It will be of interest to all those involved in caring for people in their own homes.

HealthGrid Applications and Technologies Meet 
Science Gateways for Life Sciences
Volume 175 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Gesing, S.; Glatard, T.; Krüger, J.; Delgado Olabarriaga, S.; Solomonides, T.; 
Silverstein, J.C.; Montagnat, J.; Gaignard, A.; Krefting, D.
May 2012, 232 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-053-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-054-3 (online)
Price: US$152 / €105 / £89

This book presents the joint proceedings of the Tenth HealthGrid Conference and the Fourth
International Workshop on Science Gateways for Life Sciences (IWSG-Life), held in Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands in May 2012. The HealthGrid conference promotes the exchange and debate of ideas, 
technologies and solutions likely to promote the integration of grids into biomedical research and health in
the broadest sense. The IWSGLife workshop series is a forum that brings together scientists from the field
of life sciences, bioinformatics, and computer science to advance computational biology and chemistry in
the context of science gateways. This book will provide insights and new perspectives for all those involved
in the research and use of infrastructures and technology for healthcare and life sciences.
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Health Informatics: Building a Healthcare Future Through Trusted Information
Selected Papers from the 20th Australian National Health Informatics Conference (HIC 2012)
Volume 178 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Maeder, A.J.; Martin-Sanchez, F.J.
July 2012, 272 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-077-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-078-9 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book presents 35 papers from the Australian National Health Informatics Conference
(HIC 2012), held in Sydney, Australia, in July and August 2012. The papers range from

deeply theoretical to intensely practical, and address many elements of contemporary health informatics
research endeavors, as well as peripheral, but related topics. This book will be of interest to clinicians, 
researchers, industry innovators and all those who share the desire to deliver better healthcare to all.

Large Scale Projects in eHealth
Partnership in Modernization
Volume 174 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Blobel, B.; Engelbrecht, R.; Shifrin, M.A.
April 2012, 152 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-051-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-052-9 (online)
Price: US$145 / €100 / £85

The efficient and effective delivery of healthcare requires accurate and relevant methodologies;
eHealth projects contribute to the success and sustainability of tomorrow’s healthcare systems.

EFMI Special Topic Conferences (STC) provide a forum for discussing achievements and experiences on
specific topics in medical informatics. This book presents the proceedings of the EFMI STC 2012, held in
Moscow, Russia, in April 2012. The theme of this STC is the implementation experience of large scale
eHealth projects. Large Scale Projects in eHealth provides insight into the use of information and 
communication technology in different countries and is designed to have a high relevance in practice 
and further research.

Medicine Meets Virtual Reality 19
NextMed
Volume 173 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Westwood, J.D.; Westwood, S.W.; Felländer-Tsai, L.; Haluck, R.S.; 
Robb, R.A.; Senger, S.; Vosburgh, K.G.
February 2012, 600 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-021-5 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-022-2 (online)
Price: US$232 / €160 / £136

This book presents the proceedings of the Medicine Meets Virtual Reality conference
(MMVR19), held in Newport Beach, California, USA, in February 2012. It includes papers on modeling and
simulation, imaging, data visualization and fusion, haptics, robotics, telemedicine and medical intelligence
networking, virtual and augmented reality, psychotherapy and physical rehabilitation tools, serious games,
and other topics. This book will interest all who are involved with the future of medicine.

Perspectives on Digital Pathology
Results of the COST Action IC0604 EURO-TELEPATH
Volume 179 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: García-Rojo, M.; Blobel, B.; Laurinavicius, A.
September 2012, 280 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-085-7 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-086-4 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book presents the main research efforts of EURO-TELEPATH, an initiative of the 
European Corporation in Science and Technology (COST) Action, IC0604. As well as being 

a comprehensive overview of the IC0604 COST program, the book includes a selection of papers from
American and Japanese researchers working in the same field.
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pHealth 2012
Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Wearable Micro and Nano Technologies
for Personalized Health
Volume 177 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Blobel, B.; Pharow, P.; Sousa, F.
June 2012, 320 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-068-0 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-069-7 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book presents the proceedings of the 2012 pHealth conference, held in Porto, Portugal,
in June 2012. The pHealth conference has emerged as the leading international meeting on wearable micro
and nano technologies for personalized medicine, attracting scientists from various disciplines, clinicians, 
as well as policy makers from the healthcare industry, hospital administration and allied professionals. The
areas covered include: the pHealth approach, new approaches to diagnosis and therapy, monitoring special
diseases, system architecture, design and implementation, wearable sensor systems, smartphone 
applications and ambient assisted living.

Plasmonic Biosensors
An Integrated View of Refractometric Detection
Volume 4 Advances in Biomedical Spectroscopy
Author: Dahlin, A.B.
January 2012, 316 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-965-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-966-0 (online)
Price: US$196 / €135 / £115

In this book, Andreas Dahlin has written a comprehensive and thorough review of plasmonic
biosensors that operate by refractometric detection. The book contains a wealth of informa-

tion that will be highly beneficial to both existing and new users of refractometric sensing techniques in life
science research. It will be a valuable resource for post-graduate research students, academic researchers
and those working in industry.

Quality of Life through Quality of Information
Proceedings of MIE2012
Volume 180 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Mantas, J.; Andersen, S.K.; Mazzoleni, M.C.; Blobel, B.; Quaglini, S.; Moen, A.
August 2012, 1284 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-100-7 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-101-4 (online)
Price: US$340 / €235 / £199

This book presents the full papers accepted for presentation at the MIE2012 conference,
held in Pisa, Italy, in August 2012. As always, the conference provides a unique platform 

for the exchange of ideas and experiences among the actors and stakeholders of ICT supported healthcare.
The topics presented are interdisciplinary in nature and will be of interest to a variety of professionals;
physicians, nurses and other allied health providers, health informaticians, engineers, academics and 
representatives from industry and consultancy in the various fields.

Research into Spinal Deformities 8
Volume 176 Studies in Health Technology and Informatics
Editors: Kotwicki, T.; Grivas, Th.B.
July 2012, 540 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-066-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-067-3 (online)
Price: US$199 / €145 / £123

This book presents the proceedings of the 9th biennial IRSSD meeting, held in Poznan,
Poland, in July 2012. It includes peer-reviewed short papers or abstracts summarizing the
129 papers and posters included in the program, and covers all aspects of spinal deformity

research, including etiology, genetics, biology, growth, metabolism, biomechanics, imaging technologies, 
innovations in treatment and treatment outcomes. This current overview of topics related to spinal deformities
provides the opportunity for readers to learn more about the latest developments in this field, and it 
contributes to the advancement of study and research into spinal deformities for the benefit of patients.
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Translational Pathology of Early Cancer
Editors: Srivastava, S.; Grizzle, W.E.
March 2012, 568 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-023-9 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-024-6 (online)
Price: US$239 / €156 / £140

The purpose of this handbook is to discuss the principles and the application of selected 
existing methods of molecular pathology and its use in the detection of early cancer. The
book describes recent advances in proteomics, metabolomics, stem cells research, micro RNA
and other posttranslational molecular modifications; all these will serve the pressing needs in

the development of the practice of personalized medicine.

Vibrational Spectroscopy in Diagnosis and Screening
Volume 6 Advances in Biomedical Spectroscopy
Editors: Severcan, F.; Haris, P.I.
June 2012, 432 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-058-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-059-8 (online)
Price: US$218 / €150 / £128

This volume of Advances in Biomedical Spectroscopy contains chapters from leading experts
who discuss the latest advances in the application of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), Near
infrared (NIR), Terahertz and Raman spectroscopy for diagnosis and screening in fields

ranging from medicine, dentistry, forensics and aquatic science. Many of the chapters provide information on
sample preparation, data acquisition and data interpretation that would be particularly valuable for new users
of these techniques including established scientists and graduate students in both academia and industry.

Computer & Communication Sciences

Advances in Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Information 
and Engineering Systems
Volume 243 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Graña, M.; Toro, C.; Posada, J.; Howlett, R.J.; Jain, L.C.
September 2012, 2402 pp. (part 1-3), softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-104-5 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-105-2 (online)
Price: US$348 / €240 / £204

In this 2012 edition of Advances in Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Information and 
Engineering Systems the latest innovations and advances in Intelligent Systems and related

areas are presented by leading experts from all over the world. The 228 papers that are included cover a
wide range of topics. The wide scope and high quality of these contributions clearly show that knowledge
engineering is a continuous living and evolving set of technologies aimed at improving the design and 
understanding of systems and their relations with humans.

Advances in Semantic Authoring and Publishing
Volume 13 Studies on the Semantic Web
Author: Groza, T.
September 2012, 262 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-099-4 (print)
Price: US$80 / €55 / £44

The work presented in this publication proposes a solution that takes full advantage of the
support provided by electronic publications and of the current Semantic Web technologies to
expose and crystallize the different discourse structures. The goal is to pave the way towards

a Semantic Publishing Ecosystem that will alleviate, at least partly, the information overload problem. 

Agents and Ambient Intelligence
Achievements and Challenges in the Intersection of Agent Technology and Ambient Intelligence
Volume 12 Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments
Editor: Bosse, T.
June 2012, 340 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-049-9 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-050-5 (online)
Price: US$145 / €100 / £85

This book addresses a wide variety of topics related to agents and AmI, including theoretical,
practical, design, implementation, ethical and philosophical issues. This book provides an 

insight into recent achievements and future challenges at the intersection of agent technology and ambient
intelligence and will assist the development of more intelligent, flexible, effective and user-friendly systems
as well as posing critical questions about the future of the role of agents within the AmI perspective.



A Method for Reusing and Re-engineering Non-ontological Resources 
for Building Ontologies
Volume 12 Studies on the Semantic Web
Author: Villazón-Terrazas, B.M.
April 2012, 294 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-044-4 (print)
Price: US$73 / €50 / £43

The general objective of this work is to provide domain- and resource-independent
methods and tools for speeding up the ontology development process. This is achieved

by reusing and re-engineering available non-ontological resources (NORs) as much as possible. 

Applications, Tools and Techniques on the Road to Exascale Computing
Volume 22 Advances in Parallel Computing
Editors: De Bosschere, K.; D’Hollander, E.H.; Joubert, G.R.; Padua, D.; Peters, F.
May 2012, 688 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-040-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-041-3 (online)
Price: US$239 / €165 / £140

This book contains the proceedings of the 14th biennial ParCo conference, ParCo2011, held
in Ghent, Belgium. The ParCo conferences have traditionally concentrated on three main
themes: Algorithms, Architectures and Applications. Nowadays though, the focus has shifted

from traditional multiprocessor topologies to heterogeneous and manycores, incorporating standard CPUs,
GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) and FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays). These platforms are, at a
higher abstraction level, integrated in clusters, grids and clouds. The papers presented here reflect this
change of focus. This book will be of interest to all those interested in parallel computing today, and
progress towards the exascale computing of tomorrow.

Artificial Intelligence Research and Development
Proceedings of the 15th International Conference of the Catalan Association for Artificial Intelligence
Volume 248 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Riaño, D.; Onaindia, E.; Cazorla, M.
October 2012, 260 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-138-0 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-139-7 (online) 
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book contains papers from the 15th International Conference of the Catalan Association
of Artificial Intelligence (CCIA 2012), held at the Universitat d’Alicant, Spain, in October

2012. The 23 papers presented here, which include contributions from the AI community all over the world,
cover topics such as KDD, DM and machine learning; natural language processing and recommenders;
computer vision; robotics; AI for optimization problems and AI applications in the real world.

Computational Models of Argument
Proceedings of COMMA 2012
Volume 245 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Verheij, B.; Szeider, S.; Woltran, S.
September 2012, 536 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-110-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-111-3 (online)
Price: US$210 / €145 / £123

This book presents the 28 full papers, 17 short papers and a number of system demonstrations,
described in an extended abstract, from the 2012 biennial Computational Models of 

Argument (COMMA) conference, held in Vienna, Austria. Argumentation can be studied from many angles,
including the artificial, natural and theoretical systems perspective. Presentations at the 2012 conference
addressed the subject from these perspectives and many more.

Digital Enlightenment Yearbook 2012
Editors: Bus, J.; Crompton, M.; Hildebrandt, M.; Metakides, G.
June 2012, 332 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-056-7 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-057-4 (online)
Price: US$116 / €80 / £68

This book is the first Yearbook of the Digital Enlightenment Forum. Whilst it cannot cover all the
many aspects which the forum encompasses, the book gives an impression of the broad
spectrum of the forum and a clear picture of the multi-disciplinary nature of the issues at
stake. Although the book addresses only the tip of a very large iceberg of problems, issues

and possible technologies, it provides an excellent picture of the many challenges which must be faced in
the years to come, and will be of interest to all those working towards the development of society in the
spirit of enlightenment.
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ECAI 2012
20th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence
Volume 242 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: De Raedt, L.; Bessiere, C.; Dubois, D.; Doherty, P.; Frasconi, P.; Heintz, F.; Lucas, P.
August 2012, 1056 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-097-0 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-098-7 (online)
Price: US$326 / €225 / £202

*This book is available as an Open Access ebook*

This book presents the papers from the 20th biennial European Conference on Artificial Intelligence, ECAI
2012, held in Montpellier, France, in August 2012. The ECAI conference remains Europe’s principal opportunity
for researchers and practitioners of Artificial Intelligence to gather and to discuss the latest trends and
challenges in all subfields of AI, as well as to demonstrate innovative applications and uses of advanced 
AI technology.

Formal Ontology in Information Systems
Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference (FOIS 2012)
Volume 239 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Donnelly, M.; Guizzardi, G.
July 2012, 368 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-083-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-084-0 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book presents collected articles from the 7th International Conference on Formal 
Ontologies (FOIS), held in Graz, Austria, in July 2012. FOIS is a forum which brings together

representatives of all major communities involved in the development and application of ontologies to 
explore both theoretical issues and concrete applications in the field. Providing a current overview of 
developments in formal ontology, this book will be of interest to all those whose work involves the 
application of ontologies, and to anybody wishing to keep abreast of advances in the field.

Fusing Decision Support Systems into the Fabric of the Context
Volume 238 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Respício, A.; Burstein, F.
June 2012, 480 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-072-7 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-073-4 (online)
Price: US$210 / €145 / £123

This book presents the latest innovations and advances in decision support systems with a
special focus on the fusion view. These achievements will be of interest to all those involved
and interested in decision making practice and research, as well as, more generally, in the

fusion view of modern information systems. The book covers a wide range of topical themes including a 
fusion view of business intelligence and data warehousing, applications of multi-criteria decision analysis,
intelligent models and technologies for decision making, knowledge management, decision support 
approaches and models for emergency management, and medical and other specific domains.

Grounding Geographic Information in Perceptual Operations
Volume 244 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Author: Scheider, S.
August 2012, 212 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-106-9 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-107-6 (online)
Price: US$144 / €99 / £85

This book puts forward a proposal about how semantic reference can be reproduced based
on the operations necessary to generate a dataset. These include cognitive constructions as
well as perceptual operations, i.e., operations of the human attentional apparatus. Perceptual

operations allow one to share information by focusing human attention on ‘Gestalts’ in the perceived space
around the body. Gestalt mechanisms allow observers to make predications, i.e., to relate foci of attention.
The author proposes a kind of ‘practical constructivism’ guided by a formal language. 
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Handbook of Ambient Assisted Living
Technology for Healthcare, Rehabilitation and Well-being
Volume 11 Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments
Editors: Augusto, J.C.; Huch, M.; Kameas, A.; Maitland, J.; McCullagh, P.J.; 
Roberts, J.; Sixsmith, A.; Wichert, R.
January 2012, 884 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-836-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-837-3 (online)
Price: US$195 / €150 / £128

This book presents and summarizes the achievements of an accomplished group of researchers
around the globe and from diverse technical backgrounds. They use a wide range of approaches to optimize
the use of healthcare technology and integrate such technology into human lives in a way that will benefit all. 

Human Language Technologies – The Baltic Perspective
Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference Baltic HLT 2012
Volume 247 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Tavast, A.; Muischnek, K.; Koit, M.
October 2012, 312 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-132-8 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-133-5 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

Human language technologies continue to play an important part in the modern information
society. This book contains papers presented at the fifth international conference ‘Human

Language Technologies – The Baltic Perspective (Baltic HLT 2012)’, held in Tartu, Estonia, in October 2012.
This book will be of interest to all those whose work involves the use and application of computational 
linguistics and related disciplines.

Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases XXIII
Volume 237 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Henno, J.; Kiyoki, Y.; Tokuda, T.; Jaakkola, H.; Yoshida, N.
February 2012, 452 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-991-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-992-9 (online)
Price: US$210 / €145 / £123

Information modelling and knowledge bases have become hot topics, not only in academic
communities concerned with information systems and computer science, but also wherever
information technology is applied in the world of business. This book presents the proceedings

of the 21st European-Japanese Conference on Information Modelling and Knowledge Bases (EJC 2011),
held in Tallinn, Estonia, in June 2011. Covering many aspects of system modelling and optimization, this
book will be of interest to all those working in the field of information modelling and knowledge bases.

Knowledge-Based Software Engineering
Proceedings of the Tenth Joint Conference on Knowledge-Based Software Engineering
Volume 240 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Virvou, M.; Matsuura, K.
August 2012, 340 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-093-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-094-9 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book summarizes the work and new research results presented at the Tenth Joint 
Conference on Knowledge-based Software Engineering (JCKBSE 2012), held on the island of

Rhodes, Greece, in August 2012. The biennial Joint Conference on Knowledge-Based Software Engineering
brings together researchers and practitioners to share ideas on the foundations, techniques, tools, and 
applications of knowledge-based software engineering theory and practice. 
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New Trends in Software Methodologies, Tools and Techniques
Proceedings of the Eleventh SoMeT_12
Volume 246 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Fujita, H.; Revetria, R.
September 2012, 608 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-124-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-125-0 (online)
Price: US$210 / €145 / £123

This book contains extensively reviewed papers from the eleventh International Conference
on New Trends in software Methodology, Tools and Techniques (SoMeT_12), held in Genoa,

Italy, in September 2012. The conference provides an opportunity for scholars from the international 
research community to discuss and share research experiences of new software methodologies and 
techniques, and the contributions presented here address issues ranging from research practices and 
techniques and methodologies to proposing and reporting solutions for global world business. 

Probabilistic Reasoning with Incomplete and Inconsistent Beliefs
Volume 336 Dissertations in Artificial Intelligence
Author: Thimm, M. 
January 2012, 352 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-960-8 (print)
Price: US$80 / €55 / £47

This book focuses on two major issues that arise when representing knowledge with 
probabilistic conditional logic. On the one hand, we look at the problem of contradictory 
information that, e.g., arises when multiple experts share their knowledge in order to come

up with a common knowledge base consisting of probabilistic conditionals. On the other hand, we investi-
gate an extension of the syntactical and semantical notions of probabilistic conditional logic to the relational
case. We also extend the approach of reasoning based on the principle of maximum entropy to the 
framework of relational probabilistic conditional logic and investigate its properties.

Process Model Management Using Description Logics
Volume 107 Dissertations in Database and Information Systems
Author: Gröner, G.
May 2012, 268 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-045-1 (print)
Price: US$80 / €55 / £47

This book presents novel contributions to several phases of process model management.
Description Logics are used as a formalism to describe process models and their semantics. 

Reinterpreting Gesture as Language
Language “in Action”
Volume 11 Emerging Communication: Studies on New Technologies and Practices in Communication
Author: Rossini, N.
January 2012, 224 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-975-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-976-9 (online)
Price: US$160 / €110 / £94

Gesture is integral to human language. Its function within human communication is as much
goal-directed, and subsequently as communicative, as is speech. Indeed, gesture and

speech share the same cognitive, psychological and physiological roots. This book exploits a number of
methodological instruments from the study of linguistics to restore gesture to its original position of 
importance within the field. The ideas proposed here are a result of the author’s long study and speculation
on the role of gesture, both in communicative acts and with respect to language.

Representing and Reasoning about Geographic Occurrences in the Sensor Web
Volume 7 Dissertations in Geographic Information Science
Author: Devaraju, A.
September 2012, 201 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-114-4 (print)
Price: US$72 / €50 / £42

Observations are fed into the Sensor Web through a growing number of environmental 
sensors, including technical and human observers. While a wealth of observations is now 
accessible, there is still a gap between low-level observations and the high-level descriptive

information they reflect. The challenge is not to gather a vast number of observations, but rather to make
sense of them in environmental monitoring and decision making. This book delivers a formal model to 
answer these ontological questions. The model is used to infer information about blizzards from time series
produced by a weather station.
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Simulation and Modeling Related to Computational Science and Robotics
Technology
Proceedings of SiMCRT 2011
Volume 37 Studies in Applied Electromagnetics and Mechanics
Editors: Kojima, F.; Kobayashi, F.; Nakamoto, H.
August 2012, 264 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-61499-091-8 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-092-5 (online)
Price: US$181 / €125 / £106

Simulation and modeling contribute to a broad range of applications in computational sci-
ence and robotics technology, often addressing important design and control problems. This book presents
a selection of papers from the International Workshop on Simulation and Modeling related to Computational
Science and Robotics Technology (SiMCTR 2011), held at Kobe University, Japan, in November 2011.

Situational Awareness for Assistive Technologies
Volume 14 Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments
Editors: Bhatt, M.; Guesgen, H.W.
September 2012, 196 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-122-9 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-123-6 (online)
Price: US$124 / €86 / £73

The book consists of research contributions dealing with the crucial notion of situational
awareness within assistive smart systems emerging as an overarching concept. An applied
computer science character has been retained, whilst bringing to the fore research projects

where formal knowledge representation and reasoning techniques have been demonstrated to be applicable
to areas within the broader field of ambient intelligence and smart environments.

Software Agents, Agent Systems and their Applications
Volume 32 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - D: 
Information and Communication Security
Editors: Essaaidi, M.; Ganzha, M.; Paprzycki, M.
January 2012, 356 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-817-5 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-818-2 (online)
Price: US$196 / €135 / £115

This book presents the content of a NATO Advanced Study Institute (ASI) dealing with software
agents and their applications, that was held in Tangier, Morocco, in September 2010. The

book has been designed to be usable as a textbook – for example, in a graduate course covering software
agents, agent systems and their applications – but it will be of interest to everyone involved in related fields.

Software Safety and Security
Tools for Analysis and Verification
Volume 33 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - D: 
Information and Communication Security
Editors: Nipkow, T.; Grumberg, O.; Hauptmann, B.
May 2012, 400 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-027-7 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-028-4 (online)
Price: US$196 / €135 / £115

This book presents the lectures from the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Tools for Analysis
and Verification of Software Safety and Security; a summer school held at Bayrischzell, Germany, in 2011.
Subjects covered include mechanized game-based proofs of security protocols, formal security proofs, model
checking, using and building an automatic program verifier and a hands-on introduction to interactive proofs.
This book will be of interest to all those whose work depends on the safety and security of software systems.
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STAIRS 2012
Proceedings of the Sixth Starting AI Researchers’ Symposium
Volume 241 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications
Editors: Kersting, K.; Toussaint, M.
August 2012, 376 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-095-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-096-3 (online)
Price: US$189 / €130 / £111

*This book is available as an Open Access ebook*

This book presents revised versions of peer-reviewed papers presented at the Sixth STAIRS, which took
place in Montpellier, France, in conjunction with the 20th European Conference on Artificial Intelligence
(ECAI) and the Seventh Conference on Prestigious Applications of Intelligent Systems (PAIS) in August
2012. The topics covered in the book range over a broad spectrum of subjects in the field of AI. Offering a
fascinating opportunity to glimpse the current work of the AI researchers of the future, this book will be of
interest to anyone whose work involves the use of artificial intelligence and intelligent systems.

Using OpenCL
Programming Massively Parallel Computers
Volume 21 Advances in Parallel Computing
Authors: Kowalik, J.; Puźniakowski, T.
March 2012, 312 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-029-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-030-7 (online)
Price: US$196 / €135 / £115

In 2011 many computer users were exploring the opportunities and the benefits of the 
massive parallelism offered by heterogeneous computing. In 2000 the Khronos Group, a

not-for-profit industry consortium, was founded to create standard open APIs for parallel computing, 
graphics and dynamic media. Among them has been OpenCL, an open system for programming heterogeneous
computers with components made by multiple manufacturers. This publication explains how heterogeneous
computers work and how to program them using OpenCL. It also describes how to combine OpenCL with
OpenGL for displaying graphical effects in real time.

Using Situation Theory to evaluate XML Retrieval
Volume 106 Dissertations in Database and Information Systems
Author: Blanke, T.
May 2012, 244 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-031-4 (print)
Price: US$73 / €50 / £43

This book presents a theoretical framework to evaluate XML retrieval using Situation Theory.
XML retrieval deals with retrieving those document components, the XML elements, that
specifically answer a query.  Theoretical evaluation is concerned with the formal representation

of qualitative properties of retrieval models. It complements experimental methods by showing the properties
of the underlying reasoning assumptions that decide when a document is about a query.

Workshop Proceedings of the 8th International Conference 
on Intelligent Environments
Volume 13 Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments 
Editors: Botía, J.A.; Schmidtke, H.; Nakashima, T.; Al-Mulla, M.R.; Augusto, J.C.; 
Aztiria, A.; Ball, M.; Callaghan, V.; Cook, D.J.; O’Donoghue, J.; Dooley, J.; Egerton, S.;
Haya, P.A.; Hornos, M.J.; Morales, E.; Orozco, J.C.; Portillo-Rodríguez, O.; 
Rodriguez-González, A.; Sandoval, O.; Tripicchio, P.; Wang, M.; Zamudio, V.
June 2012, 468 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-079-6 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-080-2 (online)
Price: US$144 / €99 / £107

This book presents the proceedings of the workshops of the 8th International Conference on Intelligent 
Environments (IE ‘12), held in Guanajuato, Mexico, in June 2012. Topics covered in the workshops include
intelligent environments supporting healthcare and well-being; artificial intelligence techniques for ambient
intelligence; large-scale intelligent environments; intelligent domestic robots; intelligent environment 
technology in education; multimodal interfaces applied in skills transfer, healthcare and rehabilitation; the
reliability of intelligent environments and improving industrial automation using intelligent environments. 
IE can enrich user experience, better manage the environment’s resources, and increase user awareness of
that environment. This book will be of interest to all those whose work involves the application of intelligent
environments.
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Engineering

Electromagnetic Nondestructive Evaluation (XV)
Volume 36 Studies in Applied Electromagnetics and Mechanics
Editors: Rao, B.P.C.; Jayakumar, T.; Balasubramanian, K.; Raj, B.
January 2012, 368 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-967-7 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-968-4 (online)
Price: US$181 / €125 / £106

This book is a collection of 41 papers presented at the 16th International Workshop on 
Electromagnetic Nondestructive Evaluation (ENDE), which was held in Chennai, India, in
March 2011. Highlights of the workshop were the excellent keynote presentation by Professor

Satish Udpa of Michigan State University, USA, which dealt with the origin, growth and future of ENDE, and
the unique contest on ‘Electromagnetic Sensors and Devices’ which was organized for students and scholars
in order to give them an early opportunity to interact with ENDE experts. The book will be of interest to all
those working in the field of ENDE.

Environmental Sciences

Application of Atmospheric Biomonitoring to Epidemiology
Issues in Data Quality, Sampling, Aggregation & Confounding
Imprint: Delft University Press
Author: Sarmento, S.F.M.
April 2012, 164 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-048-2 (print)
Price: US$87 / €60 / £51

This book explores issues in epidemiological and ecological studies; uses time-series data 
to relate daily air pollutant levels with daily hospital admissions; examines geographical

studies, which present the opposite problem to time-series studies; and investigate issues such as 
aggregated data, data uncertainty and negative confounding.

Geosciences

Dynamic Rights Management in Cross-Domain Geoprocessing Workflows
Volume 5 Dissertations in Geographic Information Science
Author: Schäffer, B.
January 2012, 374 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-961-5 (print)
Price: US$80 / €55 / £47

To proceed in the direction of a true Spatial Information Infrastructure, it is evident to
process geodata to geoinformation. This book goes beyond chaining freely available 
Geoprocessing Web Services and assumes that not all services are freely available. In 

general, the concepts presented in this work can be seen as enablers for mapping full business processes in
Spatial Information Infrastructures across enterprise borders. This aspect forms an important step towards
commercial applications in Spatial Information Infrastructures.

Live Geography
Standardised Geo-Sensor Webs for Real-time Monitoring in Urban Environments
Volume 6 Dissertations in Geographic Information Science
Author: Resch, B.
June 2012, 184 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-055-0 (print)
Price: US$73 / €50 / £43

This book focuses on pervasive sensing in urban environments, which poses very particular
challenges – as well technical and technological ones, as socio-political and privacy-related

ones. The Live Geography approach presented in this book seeks to tackle these challenges with an open
sensing infrastructure for urban monitoring applications. The system makes extensive use of open 
(geospatial) standards throughout the entire process chain – from sensor fusion to data analysis, Complex
Event Processing (CEP), alerting, and finally visualisation.
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Information Sciences

Social Shaping of Digital Publishing: Exploring the Interplay 
Between Culture and Technology
Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Electronic Publishing
Editors: Baptista, A.A.; Linde, P.; Lavesson, N.; Brito, M.A.
June 2012, 148 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-064-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-065-9 (online)
Price: US$73 / €50 / £43

This book contains the proceedings of the Elpub 2012 conference, consisting of 11 accepted
full articles and 12 articles accepted as extended abstracts. The articles are presented in

groups, and cover the topics: digital scholarship and publishing; special archives; libraries and repositories;
digital texts and readings; and future solutions and innovations. Offering an overview of the current situation
and exploring the trends of the future, this book will be of interest to all those whose work involves digital
publishing.

Physics

Complex Materials in Physics and Biology
Volume 176 International School of Physics “Enrico Fermi”
Editors: Mallamace, F.; Stanley, H.E.
July 2012, 450 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-070-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-071-0 (online)
Price: US$268 / €185 / £157

This book includes lectures presented at the CLXXVI International School of Physics “Enrico
Fermi”, held in Varenna, Italy, in July 2010. This book provides both an introduction and a
complete presentation of recent theoretical and experimental developments for each topic.

The book provides reviews of these cutting edge topics by leading authorities and will be a reference work
useful to both advanced research professionals and beginning graduate students.

Laser-Plasma Acceleration
Volume 179 International School of Physics “Enrico Fermi”
Editors: Ferroni, F.; Gizzi, L.A.; Faccini, R.
September 2012, 288 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-128-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-129-8 (online)
Price: US$247 / €170 / £145

This book presents the lectures delivered at the “Enrico Fermi” International School of
Physics and summer school: ‘Laser-Plasma Acceleration’, held in Varenna, Italy, in June
2011. Subjects covered include: the secrets of lasers; the power of numerical simulations; 

beam dynamics; and the elusive world of laboratory plasmas.

The Terra Incognita of Sampling: Grouping and Segregation
Imprint: Delft University Press
Author: Dihalu, D.S.
June 2012, 164 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-074-1 (print)
Price: US$157 / €108 / £92

The main topic of this publication concerns the grouping and segregation of particulate 
materials in a mixture. The consequence of the physicochemical ordering of particles in
terms of the fundamental sampling error has been largely overlooked in the sampling

sciences. In this book, the utmost attention is paid to the influence of grouped or segregated particles on
the fundamental sampling error, and it is discussed how grouping and segregation of particles can be 
measured physically. The techniques and insights proposed here might contribute to the sampling sciences
by completing a – yet utopic – universal Theory of Sampling.
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Security & Terrorism

Comparative Analysis of Technological and Intelligent Terrorism Impacts 
on Complex Technical Systems
Volume 102 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editors: Makhutov, N.A.; Baecher, G.B.
December 2012, approx. 216 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-130-4 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-131-1 (online)
Price: US$157 / €108 / £92

This book explains how an understanding of the vulnerabilities of complex technical systems to terrorist at-
tack can reduce these vulnerabilities and contain or limit the impact of terrorism, and also the way in which
such an understanding is crucial to the development of a set of design criteria and codes which will take
such vulnerabilities into account. The book also identifies areas of further research and opportunities for fu-
ture exchange and collaboration.

Contemporary Suicide Terrorism: Origins, Trends and Ways of Tackling It
Volume 101 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editors: Dronzina, T.; El Houdaigui, R.
December 2012, approx. 184 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-108-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-109-0 (online)
Price: US$157 / €108 / £92

The focus of this book is on methodological and theoretical approaches to suicide terrorism
researches. Topics addressed include: the effectiveness of suicide terrorism; the roots of 
suicide terrorism and its religious legitimation; the impact of new technologies on the 

radicalization process; terrorism and the drug trade; female suicide bombers; and migration, radicalization
and disorder in the EU.

Correlation Between Human Factors and the Prevention of Disasters
Volume 94 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editors: Barry, D.L.; Coldewey, W.G.; Reimer, D.W.G.; Rudakov, D.V.
May 2012, 256 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-038-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-039-0 (online)
Price: US$196 / €135 / £115

The nuclear disaster at the Chernobyl power plant, devastating floods, landslides, droughts,
the erosion of tailings dams and desertification are just some of the natural and manmade
disasters which have afflicted the Ukraine and neighboring countries in recent years. It is

therefore entirely appropriate that the NATO Advanced Research Workshop (ARW), Correlation between
Human Factors and the Prevention of Catastrophes, was held in Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine in September
2011. This book presents the proceedings of the ARW, which analyzed accumulated European theoretical
knowledge and practical experience in the field of disaster prevention, addressing a wide range of 
correlations between human factors and the prevention of catastrophes.

Defence Against Terrorism: Different Dimensions and Trends 
of an Emerging Threat
Volume 96 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editor: Duyan, A.
May 2012, 116 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-034-5 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-035-2 (online)
Price: US$150 / €104 / £88

The traumas resulting from terrorism and political violence have profound implications 
for the stability and normal operation of modern societies, and a negative impact on the 

effectiveness and legitimacy of their governments. This publication presents articles from the NATO 
Advanced Training Course (ATC) ‘Defence Against Terrorism: Different Dimensions and Trends of the
Emerging Threat – Terrorism’ held in Kabul, Afghanistan in May 2010. This book will be of great interest
to all those concerned with countering the threat from terrorism and political violence.



Enhancing Cooperation in Defence against Terrorism
Volume 99 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editor: Tokgoz, K.
September 2012, 164 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-102-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-103-8 (online)
Price: US$157 / €108 / £92

This book contains articles arising from the presentations by eleven experts from five 
countries, delivered at the NATO Centre of Excellence – Defence against Terrorism (COE-
DAT) advanced training course (ATC) entitled Enhancing Cooperation in Defence against 

Terrorism, held in Astana, Kazakhstan, in September 2010. The aim of this ATC was to stimulate discussion
and facilitate interoperability between these five countries and NATO in the fight against terrorism.

Handbook for Pandemic and Mass-Casualty Planning and Response
Volume 100 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editors: Gursky, E.; Hreckovski, B. 
November 2012, approx. 288 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-134-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-135-9 (online)
Price: US$196 / €135 / £115

This handbook offers the disaster medicine professional community the information and tools to better 
prepare, individually and collaboratively, to mitigate mortality and morbidity when catastrophe occurs. 
It captures the lectures and teachings of an extraordinary 12 day NATO Advanced Study Institute held in
Croatia in late 2011: ‘Applying lessons learned and sharing best practices in addressing pandemics and 
catastrophic health events.’ This handbook combines research and real-world examples to assist the 
disaster response community in preparing for mass-casualty incidents.

Homeland Security Organization in Defence against Terrorism
Volume 97 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editor: Charvat, J.P.I.A.G.
July 2012, 232 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-046-8 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-047-5 (online)
Price: US$157 / €108 / £92

This book presents the proceedings of the NATO Centre of Excellence – Defence Against 
Terrorism (COE-DAT) Advanced Research Workshop entitled Homeland Security Organiza-
tion in Defence Against Terrorism, held in Ankara, Turkey, in November 2009. Representing

a significant contribution to furthering the science of counterterrorism, this book will be of 
interest to all those whose work involves them in aspects of homeland security and the terrorist threat.

Legal Framework for Strengthening Nuclear Security and Combating 
Nuclear Terrorism
Volume 92 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editors: Khripunov, I.; Nikonov, D.
April 2012, 188 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-995-0 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-996-7 (online)
Price: US$157 / €108 / £92

This book is a collection of the presentations and deliberations of participants at the NATO
Advanced Research Workshop held in Vienna, Austria in January 2010. It will be of interest

to all governments, international organizations, researchers and practitioners worldwide who are involved
in securing nuclear materials and preventing nuclear terrorism.

Maritime Security and Defence against Terrorism
Volume 98 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editor: Uzer, F.B.
August 2012, 132 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-089-5 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-090-1 (online)
Price: US$150 / €104 / £88

Incidents of piracy doubled in number from 2008 to 2009, highlighting the need for stronger
measures to combat the problem. At the same time, the threat from terrorist actions in the
maritime environment also represents an increasingly worrying trend. This book presents

the proceedings of the NATO Centre of Excellence – Defence Against Terrorism (COE-DAT) Advanced 
Research Workshop, entitled ‘Maritime Security and Defence Against Terrorism’, held in Ankara, Turkey, in
November 2010. Representing a significant contribution to finding the way forward in maritime security,
this book will be of interest to all those whose work involves them in countering piracy and the terrorist
threat in the maritime environment.
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Pain Syndromes – From Recruitment to Returning Troops
Wounds of War IV
Volume 91 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editor: Wiederhold, B.K.
July 2012, 252 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-985-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-986-8 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

In October 2011, twenty-seven scientists and representatives from NATO and partner 
countries met in Südkärnten, Austria for a three-day NATO Advanced Research Workshop

entitled ‘Wounds of War: Pain Syndromes – From Recruitment to Returning Troops.’ The aim of this 
publication, which presents papers from that workshop, is to critically assess the existing knowledge and 
to identify directions for future actions. 

Philosophy and Synergy of Information: Sustainability and Security
Volume 93 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editors: Kervalishvili, P.J.; Michailidis, S.A.
February 2012, 204 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-025-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-026-0 (online)
Price: US$157 / €103 / £92

This book contains selected papers presented at the 2011 spring conference entitled 
‘Philosophy and Synergy of Information: Sustainability and Security’, held in Tbilisi, and 
supported by the NATO Science for Peace and Security Programme. Subjects covered 

include the latest innovations in informatics, forecasting, quantum information theory, nano information-
communication systems and many more. Since ancient times, philosophers have been preoccupied with 
investigating life and security in the cosmos (world order). This book will be of interest to all those involved
in that endeavor.

Piracy and Maritime Terrorism: Logistics, Strategies, Scenarios
Volume 95 NATO Science for Peace and Security Series - E: Human and Societal Dynamics
Editor: Ciotti Galletti, S.
April 2012, 240 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-042-0 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-043-7 (online)
Price: US$174 / €120 / £102

This book is based on the proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop, held in
2009 in Lisbon, Portugal. Its main purpose was to promote dialogue on the phenomenon of
maritime piracy between international policymakers, law enforcement officers, port 

authorities and other professionals, and to provide a response to the need for research and analysis at an
international level on maritime piracy and its connection to terrorism. The book offers qualified ideas, 
opinions and talking points to the international practitioner community, will foster debate and help law 
enforcement agencies and policymakers to face the new world wide 
maritime threats of piracy and terrorism.

Social Sciences

Complex Socio-Technical Systems
Understanding and Influencing the Causality of Change
Volume 4 The Tennenbaum Institute Series on Enterprise Systems
Editors: Rouse, W.B.; Boff, K.R.; Sanderson, P.
July 2012, 452 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-081-9 (print)
Price: US$167 / €115 / £98

This book has its origins in a workshop held on the Gold Coast near Brisbane, Australia, in
February 2011. Broadly speaking, this workshop sought to find a better understanding of

the nature of causality and causal dynamics by means of a multidisciplinary approach, with the aim of 
guiding approaches to socio-cultural modeling and refining the ability to influence and anticipate outcomes.
The book consists of 22 chapters detailing many concepts, principles, models, methods and tools, and 
covering widely diverse subjects ranging from brain function to emergency response organization. It can
provide the basis for an educational program to prepare people to deal with complex socio-technical 
systems, and will be of interest to all those involved in policy design, decision making and analysis.
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Enterprise Transformation: Manufacturing in a Global Enterprise
Volume 5 The Tennenbaum Institute Series on Enterprise Systems
Editors: Kessler, W.; McGinnes, L.; Bennet, N.
August 2012, 210 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-082-6 (print)
Price: US$131 / €90 / £77

This book is the product of research conducted by the Tennenbaum Institute, an
interdisciplinary research center dedicated to understanding and providing methods and
education to help enterprises transform in the light of new strategies, technology, business

models and market pressures. The researchers and authors of the paper’s presented in this book are ideally
qualified to comment on transformative future trends in manufacturing in global enterprises. The book 
provides a workable framework and strategy for enterprise transformation, providing sufficient content on
methods, tools and knowledge to enable others to build from this base, and also share the resulting
information and knowledge.

Global Uncertainty and the Volatility of Agricultural Commodities Prices
Editor: Munier, B.R.
April 2012, 256 pp., hardcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-036-9 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-037-6 (online)
Price: US$196 / €135 / £115

The book offers a renewed wisdom on some of the core issues in the world economy today and
puts forward important innovations in analyzing these core issues, among which the modular
modeling design, the Momagri model being a seminal example of it. Reading this book should
inspire fruitful revisions in policy-making to improve the welfare of populations worldwide.

The Origin and the Evolution of Firms
Information as a Driving Force
Imprint: Delft University Press
Author: Roels, J.A.
March 2012, 232 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-956-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-957-8 (online)
Price: US$102 / €70 / £60

This book develops a consistent theory of evolution in its wider sense, examining the 
information based laws and forces that drive it. Exploring subjects as diverse as economics

and the theories of thermodynamics, the author revisits the paradox of the apparent conflict between the
laws of thermodynamics and evolution to arrive at a systems theory, tracing a continuous line of evolving
information sets that connect the  Big-Bang to the firms and markets of our current socio-economic system.

Transportation Sciences

Air Transport and Operations
Proceedings of the Third International Air Transport and Operations Symposium 2012
Editors: Curran, R.; Fischer, L.; Pérez, D.; Klein, K.; Hoekstra, J.; Roling, P.; Verhagen, W.J.C. 
October 2012, 568 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-118-2 (print) / ISBN 978-1-61499-119-9 (online)
Price: US$171 / €118 / £100

This book presents the proceedings of the joint conference held in Delft, the Netherlands in
June 2012, incorporating the 3rd International Air Transport Operations Symposium (ATOS),
the 3rd Association of Scientific Development in Air Traffic Management in Europe (ASDA)

Seminar, the 6th International Meeting for Aviation Products Support Processes (IMAPP) and the 2012
Complex World Seminar. The book includes the majority of academic papers presented at the conference,
and provides a wide overview of the issues currently of importance in the world of air transport.
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Air Transport and Operations
Proceedings of the Second International Air Transport and Operations Symposium 2011
Editors: Curran, R.; Verhagen, W.; Van Der Zwan, F.; Ghobbar, A.; 
Beelaerts Van Blokland, W.; Santema, S.C.
January 2012, 432 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-60750-811-3 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-812-0 (online)
Price: US$145 / €100 / £85

This book presents the proceedings of the Second International Air Transport and Operations
Symposium, ATOS 2011, held at Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands. The

focus of ATOS 2011 and this proceedings is on how air transport can evolve in order to continue to add
value in the 21st century, given its incredible impact in the 20th century. In this collection of articles the
reader will find plenty of stimulating research and challenging ideas to help achieve these goals as we 
venture into the 2nd century of aviation.

Innovation for Sustainable Aviation in a Global Environment
Proceedings of the Sixth European Aeronautics Days
August 2012, 504 pp., softcover
Editors: Knörzer, D.; Szodruch, J.
ISBN 978-1-61499-062-8 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-063-5 (online)
Price: US$138 / €95 / £81

Jointly organised by the European Commission and the Centre for the Development of 
Industrial Technology in Spain (CDTI), the Aeronautics Days sixth edition – ‘Aerodays 2011’
– held in Madrid. These post-conference proceedings constitute a reference document 

providing an overview on aeronautical research within Europe more particularly devoted to Commission
supported programmes and networks.

Urban Studies

Economic Analysis of Neighbourhood Quality, Neighbourhood 
Reputation and the Housing Market
Imprint: Delft University Press
Volume 44 Sustainable Urban Areas
Author: Koopman, M.
February 2012, 228 pp., softcover
ISBN 978-1-61499-032-1 (print) / ISBN 978-1-60750-033-8 (online)
Price: US$65 / €45 / £38

Residents know exactly what their neighbourhood is like. House-hunters, on the other hand,
must find out for themselves about the intangible social quality of a neighbourhood. As a simple rule of
thumb, neighbourhood reputation can offer them an assessment of neighbourhood quality. In this research,
regression analyses are applied to test whether neighbourhood reputations are being used as a proxy
measure for neighbourhood quality in residential mobility choices and establishing the price of homes.
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